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CRYSTAL GLO
CRYSTAL-GLO Acrylic Boat Polish
(Marine Treatment)

CRYSTAL-GLO Marine Surface
Restorer

This marine treatment cleans,
revitalises and protects in one. Having
maximised colour intensity and high
gloss, it deposits a super-protective
acrylic coating that gives your boat
a deep, lustrous shine, impervious
to salt water, acid rain and marine
growths.

This marine treatment is a special one
step polish/conditioner that effectively
cleans and eliminates heavy oxidisation,
minor scratches, surface rust, embedded
dirt, corrosion, yellowing, chalking and
fading. Works quickly to produce a high
gloss shine while adding a weather-proof,
UVA/UVB SPF 30 and scratch resistant coating.

Product Codes:
470ML
1L

Product Codes:
470ml
1L

CG-3500
CG-3501

CG-9000
CG-9001

CRYSTAL-GLO Marine Spray Polish

CRYSTAL-GLO Acrylic Total Wash

This new spray polish is designed for inbetween polishing where a quick and high
gloss finish is required. ‘Spray on/Wipe
off’ formula maintains that ‘just polished’
look to any boat in seconds. Cleans scuff
marks, oily fingerprints and fresh surface
contaminates.

This environmentally friendly total
wash that gently deep cleans, attacks
grease, and lifts off dirt. Also cleans
vinyl and removes stains from fabric
and swab decks without sacrificing
grip.

Product Code:
470ML
1L

CG-5270
CG-5201

CRYSTAL-GLO Leather & Vinyl
Treatment
Not greasy, not oily. This treatment deep
cleans, conditions, and adds lasting life to
your leather, dashboard, marine vinyl and
rubber components. Removes stubborn
stains and dirt, while revitalising the natural
richness, colour depth and suppleness.
Product Code:
235ml

Product Codes:
470ml
1L
4L

CG-4000
CG-4001
CG-4004

CRYSTAL-GLO Marine Starter Kit
Everything you need
to get going for the
boating season in
a
convenient
kit.
Contains Acrylic Total
Wash, Acrylic Boat
Polish, Leather & Vinyl
Treatment and a Lint
Free Polishing set.

CG-3000
Product Code:
Kit

CG-3510
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CRYSTAL GLO, BILGEX & FARECLA
CRYSTAL-GLO Microfibre Polishing
& Drying Towel
This Polishing cloth
absorbs over 470ml at
a time! Made of a thick,
plush, carefully selected
microfibre material. Dramatically speeds up
drying time and leaves a flawless shine.
Product Code:
Blue

CRYSTAL-GLO Polishing Cloth Set
This pack contains two large
100% soft cotton towels that
are all-purpose, washable and
reusable.

Product Code:
Cream Pack of 2

CG-1500A

CG-1400B

BILGEX bilge Cleaner
A bilge cleaner which removes
grease, scum and oil, leaving a
fresh fragrance.

Product Codes:
1L
5L

ICI-BILGEX-1
ICI-BILGEX-5

FARECLA Profile 100 Extra Coarse
Cut Paste Compound
This extra coarse cutting
compound will effectively
remove down to P600 wet and
dry abrasive markings from
gelcoats. Excellent in a twostep process with PROFILE 300.
Product Code:
3.2KG

FA-PRO100-3200

FARECLA Profile 200XL Supercut
Surface Restorer

FARECLA Profile 300 Rapid Cut
Paste Compound

A medium aggressive, low swirl, high gloss
finish water-based cutting compound
capable of removing P800-P1000 dry
abrasive marks. With added lubrication, it’s
resistant to drying out in hot conditions
and on large surfaces. Used as the sole
compound on white gelcoats, applied in
the first stage of a two part compounding
process.

This fast cutting compound
will quickly remove P1000 wet
and dry abrasive markings from
gelcoats as well as oxidisation
caused by UV light. Can be used
as a single step process to help
speed up production times.

Product Code:
1L
5L

2

Product Code:
3.2KG

FA-PRO300-3200

FA-P2X101
FA-P2X501
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FARECLA
FARECLA Profile 300 Rapid Cut
Liquid Compound

FARECLA Profile 500 Light Cut
Liquid Compound

This liquid based fast cutting compound
can effectively remove down to P1000
wet and dry markings as well as surface
oxidisation from gelcoats. Can be used as
a single step process and can buff up to
leave a gloss finish when used properly.

This liquid based compound is great for
removing swirl marks created by the
coarser grade compounds or remove
light surface oxidisation from gelcoats.
Achieves a fast gloss level, especially on
darker colours.

Product Code
1.4KG
5L

Product Code:
1L
5L

FA-PRO300-1400
FA-20103-5000

FA-PRO500-1000
FA-20501-5000

MOQ’s may apply, please ask for details

MOQ’s may apply, please ask for details

FARECLA Profile UV Wax

FARECLA Profile GC Restorer & Wax

This high performance wax finish contains
UV absorbers which slow the effects of
ageing on marine gelcoats. Its easy to
apply thick creamy liquid formulation
resists smearing, especially in sunny
conditions.

A combined surface restorer and wax that
removes grime, contamination and minor
chalking from gel coated or painted
surfaces to leave a glossy wax finish. It is
very quick and easy to use and gives great
results on many marine and industrial
surfaces with surface contamination or
minor weathering damage.

Product Code:
1L
5L

FA-PROUVW-1000
FA-20105-5000

Product Code:
500ml

FA-PGC501

FARECLA Profile Polymer Wax

FARECLA Profile Glaze

A high performance polymeric wax
specially developed for ultimate gloss
and water resistance. It is extremely fast
and easy to use by hand or machine
and is sufficiently liquid to be sprayed
onto surfaces using either a small hand
spray bottle or pump spray system. It is
highly resistant to drying out and can be
polished off easily to leave a durable high gloss
on most surfaces

This liquid based glaze enhances the
gloss level of the compounded surface,
especially on darker coloured gelcoats.
Also offers a semi-durable protection
against dirt and water.

Product Code:
1L

Product Code:
1KG

FA-PROGZ-1000

FA-PPW106
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FARECLA
FARECLA Profile Power Wash
Contains powerful cleaning agents but
will not cause dulling or discolouration of
the surface. Removes most dirt and marks
from non-porous surfaces. This product
can be used by hand or in a power washer.

Product Code:
1L

FA-PPW101

FARECLA Profile Metal Cleaner
An easy to use, mildly abrasive cleaner
for use on all types of metal surfaces
including brass, aluminium, chrome and
stainless steel. It will remove surface
dirt,contamination and oxidation leaving
a smooth shiny finish. Profile Metal cleaner
contains a small amount of wax and other
oxidation inhibitors to provide protection
and slow down future tarnishing.
Product Code:
500ml

FARECLA Profile Inflatable & RIB
Cleaner
Profile Inflatable and RIB cleaner is
a powerful cleaner that is specially
designed to remove ingrained dirt and
grime from rubber tubes on RIB’s and
other inflatables. It will remove grease, oil
and exhaust residues and is phosphate
free and biodegradable.
Product Code:
1L

MOQ’s may apply, please ask for details

FA-PMC501

FA-PDC101

FARECLA G3 Regular Grade Paste
Compound
Designed to quickly remove
P1500 abrasive marks from
gelcoats and marine paint
systems as well as remove
light surface oxidisation
caused by UV light and
minor scratches.
Product Codes:
400gm
1KG
3KG

FA-G3-400
FA-G3-1000
FA-G3-3000

FARECLA G3 Advanced Liquid
Compound

FARECLA G3 Smart Scratch
Remover

Designed to quickly remove
P1500 abrasive marks from
gelcoats and marine paint
systems as well as remove light
surface oxidisation caused by
UV light and minor scratches.
Liquid formulation reduces the
chance of over-heating and burn marks.

Ideally suited to marine paints and
gelcoats, this product will quickly buff
out minor scratches and blemishes
leaving a gloss finish.

Product Code:
500ml
1L
US Gallon

4

Product Code:
150ml

FA-RT-FSR150

FA-AG3-700
FA-AG3-1400
FA-AG3-5300
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FARECLA
FARECLA G4 High Solids Paint Paste
Compound

FARECLA Advanced G4 Liquid
Compound

Specifically designed for use with high
solid two pack marine paints to quickly
remove any surface blemishes and
oxidisation. When using on paint systems,
please make sure that the paint is fully
cured.

Specifically designed for use with high
solid two pack marine paints to quickly
remove any surface blemishes and
oxidisation. When using on paint systems,
please make sure that the paint is fully
cured. Liquid formulation reduces the
chance of over-heating and burn marks.

Product Code:
400gm

FA-G4-400

Product Code:
1L

FA-AG4-1300

FARECLA G6 Rapid Grade Paste
Compound

FARECLA G7 Ammonia Paste
Compound

Ideally suited for the fast
removal of heavy surface
oxidisation, sanding marks
and minor surface damage
from marine gelcoats.

G7 is an aggressive ammonia
based compound which will
quickly and effectively remove
heavy oxidisation from gelcoat
and metals. For hand use only.

Product Codes:
400ml
3KG

Product Code:
3KG

FA-G6-400
FA-G6-3000

FA-G7-3000

FARECLA G10 Finishing Compound

FARECLA Profile Dry Wash & Wax

Farecla’s finest compound, this
product is ideal for removing swirl
marks and light scratches, especially
on dark colours. Reconditions
discoloured surfaces to look like new.

One-step waterless cleaner and wax
that restores gloss and long lasting
protection. Containing no abrasive
materials, it will not damage delicate
surfaces but its powerful cleaners
will dissolve and remove surface
contaminants. It is easily applied and
wiped off in a single process using a
microfibre cloth and will leave a UV resistant wax
coating on the surface.

Product Codes:
500ml
1L

FA-G10-500
FA-G10-1000

Product Codes:
1L

FA-PRODWW-100
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FARECLA
FARECLA Four Steps to Boat Heaven
STEP 1 - Farecela Marine Professional
Deep Clean Wash : The four stage
process starts with our Deep Clean
Wash which will remove surface dirt
soiling and grime. It is concentrated and
can be used diluted for general overall
cleaning or more concentrated to
remove stubborn dirt. The formulation
contains powerful cleaners to clean effectively
but is marine safe and unlike many general
detergent cleaners will not dull or damage marine
surfaces. The formulation contains additives to
reduce streaking and provide a thin non-slip
protective layer on cleaned surfaces which will
help to reduce future soiling.
STEP 2 - Farecla Marine Professional
Rapid Stain Remover: Some marks
such as yellow staining or brown and
green waterline marks cannot be
removed by just washing and these
will need special treatment. Step Two
is Farecla’s Rapid Stain Remover which
is a powerful acid based stain remover
that will dissolve these stubborn waterline marks.
Available as an easy spreading gel the product is
painted on and left for up to ten minutes to work
before rinsing away with water or diluted Deep
Clean Wash.
STEP 3 - Farecla Marine Professional
Surface Restorer: Having thoroughly
cleaned your boat the next job is to
examine the surface for signs of the
dulling, chalking and discolouration
caused by weathering. Surfaces
damaged by weathering need to be
restored and Step Three is the Surface
Restorer which offers the perfect solution. Surface
Restorer is a water-based abrasive compound
specially formulated for use on marine gel coat
and painted surfaces. It can be used either by
hand or by machine and will quickly remove the
damaged surface material in order to restore the
colour and gloss of weather damaged boats. The
surface restorer will also remove minor scratches
and abrasions.

6

STEP 4 - Farecla Marine Professional
Ultimate UV Wax Polish : Restored
surfaces behave in the same way as
fresh gel coat or paint and will still be
susceptible to colour change and loss
of gloss due to weathering. The process
cannot be stopped but can be slowed
down by Step 4, the UV Wax Polish. This
product is applied like a conventional
wax polish but contains a high level of
hard carnauba wax and powerful UV absorbers to
protect your boat and slow down the effects of
weathering. Easily applied by hand using a damp
cloth, the product resists drying out and polishes
up easily with a micro-fibre cloth to give a deep
shine which will last up to 6 months
Product Codes:
STEP 1 500ml
STEP 2 500ml
STEP 3 500ml
STEP 4 500ml

FA-8210-500
FA-8211-500
FA-8212-500
FA-8213-500

FARECLA Advanced G Mop
Microfibre Finishing Cloth
This fibrous cloth is ideal
for
either
removing
surface moisture prior
to polishing as well
as
removing
excess
compound and buffing
off polish.
Product Code:
Pack of 3

FA-FCLTH
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FARECLA
FARECLA Quick Change Double
Sided Wool Pad

FARECLA Quick Change Double
Sided Lambswool Pad

This heavy duty, quick change
pad offers slightly greater
cutting levels than the
lambswool equivalent. Red
wear indicator built in, to be
used with the quick release
adaptor (FA-QC-AD14).

This heavy duty, quick change
pad offers excellent working
life levels and achieves greater
cut levels and less swirl marks
than the foam equivalents.
Red wear indicator built in, to
be used with the quick release
adaptor (FA-QC-ADP14).

Product Code:
8”

FA-QC-DSWCP8

Product Code:
8”

FA-QC-DSLWP8

FARECLA Quick Change Bolt
Adaptor

FARECLA Advanced G Mop Wool
Pad

14mm thread adaptor with
quick release hex mechanism to
fit the double sided Lambswool
and Wool Pads.

Designed to give a slightly
higher cut rate than the
lambswool version making
it ideal for heavily oxidised
or abraided surfaces. Velcro
backed for quick removal, only
available in 8”.

Product Code:
14mm

FA-QC-ADPS14

Product Code:
8”

FA-AGM-WCP8

FARECLA Advanced G Mop
Lambswool Pad

FARECLA Advanced G Mop
Polishing Foam

This
pure
lambswool
compounding head offers
even more cut than the foam
equivalents. The compound
can then be polished to a
gloss resulting in less finishing
time. Velcro backed pad for easy removal, to be
used with the corresponding backing pad.

This
advanced
polishing foam works
fantastically with all
of the Farecla Fine
Compounds & Polishes.
It is velcro backed
making it easy to change. To be used with
corresponding Farecla backing plates.

Product Codes:
6”
8”

Product Codes:
6” PK 2
8” PK 2

FA-AGM-LWP
FA-AGM-LWP8

FA-AGM-PF
FA-AGM-PF8
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FARECLA
FARECLA Advanced G Mop
Compounding Foam

FARECLA Standard G Mop
Compound Head

This compounding foam is the
Advanced G Mop Compound
Head but without the backing
pad built in. It is velcro backed
making it easy to change. To be
used with the corresponding
Farecla backing plates.

A good value for money
compounding
foam
primarily designed for
use with G3 and G6
pastes. 14mm backing
plate ready built in so no
requirement for a backing pad.

Product Codes:
6”
8”

Product Code:
6”, 14mm

FA-AGM-CF
FA-AGM-CF8

FARECLA Advanced G Mop
Compound Head
This dual layer foam is
designed to increase cut
resulting in a much quicker
action than other brands. A
14mm thread backing plate
is built into the foam. Its
rugged construction ensures a long life. Can be
used with all compounds.
Product Code:
6”, 14mm

FA-SGM-14

FARECLA Advanced Backing Plates
High quality rigid plastic
backing pad with 14mm
thread to fit most modern
compounding machines.

Product Codes:
6”, 14mm

FA-AGM-BP14

FA-AGM-14

FARECLA Advanced Backing Plate
with Interface Pad
High quality rigid plastic
backing with a layer of soft
foam for extra pliability.
14mm thread means it will fit
directly onto most modern
compounding machines.
Product Code:
6”

8

FARECLA Water Spray Bottle
Convenient plastic water spray dispenser,
ideal for use in keeping panels cool
during the compounding process.
Product Codes:
750ml

FA-WSB

FA-AGM-BPIP14
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3M
3M Marine Fibreglass Restorer &
Wax

3M Marine Fibreglass Cleaner &
Wax

Designed to remove medium
oxidisation, chalking, fading,
minor scratches, rust and
exhaust stains; to provide
protection on fibreglass & paint
systems. Its Unique formulation
combines a rubbing compound
with a blend of waxes to restore
shine and protect in one application.

Designed to remove light oxidisation,
clean, polish and protect the surface
of gelcoats and marine paint systems.
Unique liquid formulation combines
a compound with a special blend of
waxes which restore shine and protect
in one application.

Poduct Codes:
500ml
1L

Designed to clean, condition and protect
marine vinyl and rubber components.
Unique formula provides durable
protection in exterior, as well as interior
applications. Gel formula gives you
better application control than liquids.

3M Marine Clear Plastic Restorer
Safely restores and removes fine
scratches and haziness from most
marine plastics. Can be used on most
tinted plastics: test for suitability. For
best results on polycarbonate plastic use
by machine.
Product Code:
250ml

3M-09044

3M-9023

3M Marine Metal Restorer & Polish
Designed to restore and polish
stainless steel, brass, bronze,
copper, chrome, aluminium and
other marine metals by removing
surface
rust,
oxidisation,
corrosion and tarnish.
Product Code:
500ml

3M-9009
3M-9010

3M-9005
3M-9006

3M Marine Outdoor Vinyl Cleaner,
Conditioner and Protector

Product Code:
250ml

Product Codes:
500ml
1L

3M-9019

3M Marine Ultra Performance Paste
& Wax
Contains the unique 3M
polymer technology which
provides the durability of an
acrylic, with the water beading
properties of a silicone. The
easy-on/easy-off formulation
will save time and effort and
leave your boat with a long lasting protection
that retards ultraviolet light damage.
Product Code:
269gm

3M-9030
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3M
3M 09048E Finesse-It Finishing
Material

3M SCOTCHGAURD Marine
Protective Liquid Wax

Finesse-It II Finishing Material is
designed for use on topside paint
systems and gelcoat to remove swirl
marks after compounding, while leaving
a glazed finish. This finishing liquid is
the final finishing step recommended
after the use of 3M Marine Compounds:
06025E, 06027E & 06044E.

This 3M boat wax is specially formulated
with a reactive chemistry to actually
bond to the boat’s surface forming a
protective coating. Designed to provide
a high gloss finish with unmatched
durability that lasts and lasts on
fibreglass gelcoats, marine topside
paints, painted aluminium and marine
metal.

Product Code:
473ml

3M-09048

3M 06044E Imperial Compound
3M’s Imperial Compound and Finishing
Material has a fast cut and leaves an
excellent finish without swirl marks.
06044E is designed to remove P600 P800 dual action sander markings from
gel coats when used with a wool pad.
Designed to be used with an air or electric
buffer equipped with 3M Compounding
Buff Pads (either 3M-05704 or 3M-5711).
Product Code:
1L

Product Code:
500ml

3M-09061

3M Perfect-it III Fast Cut Plus
Compound
This fast acting liquid abrasive removes
sanding scratches from refinished or
original paintwork. Applied using a
machine polisher, Fast Cut Plus Compound
is easy to use and guarantees a high gloss
finish.
Product Code:
1L

3M-50417

3M-06044E

3M Perfect-It III Fast Cut Compound

3M 06025E Gelcoat Compound

This product can be used to quickly remove
wet and dry scratches from gelcoat as well
as surface oxidisation on marine two pack
paint systems. Follow with 3M Finesse-It II
Finishing Material (3M-09048) for a clean
and high gloss finish.

This paste is designed to quickly
remove P800 - P1000 dual
action or wet sanding marks
from gelcoats. It has a unique
formulation which reduces sling
while buffing. For best results
use with 3M-05704 or 3M-5711
compounding heads, followed
with 3M Finesse-It II Finishing Material, 3M-09048
for a clean, high-gloss finish.

Product Code:
1L
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3M-9374

Product Code:
4.3KG

3M-6025
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3M
3M 09375 Perfect-It III Fine
Compound

3M 09376 Perfect-It III Machine
Polish

A quick action fine cutting compound
ideally suited for the removal of light
oxidisation, overspray and minor scratches
on gelcoats and two pack paint systems.
Follow with 3M Finesse-It II Finishing
Material (3M-09048) for a clean and highgloss finish.

The Perfect-It III Machine Polish can be
used on Marine Paint Systems as well
as gelcoats. It’s primarily designed for
machine application but can be used by
hand to achieve a high-gloss, deep-lustre
durable finish.

Product Code:
1L

3M-09375

Product Code:
1L

3M-9376

3M 50383 Perfect-It III Ultafina SE
Polish

3M 09377 Perfect-It III Finishing
Glaze

Easily removes swirl marks and holograms
after machine compounding, designed for
use with machine polishers. Produces the
ultimate high gloss finish. Quick and easy
clean up.

This product has been designed to
remove all swirls and holograms using
standard or air-powered rotary polishing
machines. Achieves excellent results
every time.

Product Codes:
1L

Product Code:
1L

3M-50383

3M-9377

3M 09639 Finesse-It Finishing
Liquid
The Finesse-It Finishing Liquid is
designed for use on topside paint
systems and gelcoats to remove
swirl marks after compounding,
while leaving a glazed finish. Also
suggested as a final step in acrylic
plastic reconditioning.
Product Code:
1L

3M-9639
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3M
3M Hookit SBS Compounding Head

3M 2 Plus 2 Superbuff Polishing Pad

This
uniquely
constructed
compounding head provides
quick change advantages while
producing excellent finishes
on gelcoat and marine paint
systems. Hookit SBS system
is designed to provide easy
attachment and removal from the SBS Hookit
Backup Pad.

This double sided polishing pad is
soft-edged, specially designed for
use with a polisher and glaze. The
Superbuff Polishing Pad produces
a high gloss finish on gelcoats and
marine paint systems. Fits directly
onto the 3M Superbuff Adaptors

Product Code:
225mm

3M-5705

3M-5711

3M Superbuff Adaptors
Adaptors for the 3M Superbuff
Double Sided Pads (3M-05704
& 3M-5705) to connect to
compounding machines.
Product Codes:
14mm
5/8”

Product Code:
200mm

3M-5512
3M-5710

3M Superbuff III 2 Plus 2 Buffing
Pad
This pad is made of blended
untwisted wool with a stiffer
centre hub for more cutting
power. It’s double-sided and
is less aggressive than 100%
wool. Fits directly onto the 3M
Superbuff Adaptors.
Product Code:
203mm

3M-05704

3M Hookit SBS Polishing Head

3M Hookit SBS Backing Pad

This
uniquely
constructed
polishing head provides quick
change
advantages
while
producing excellent finishes on
gelcoat and marine paint systems.
Hookit SBS system is designed
to provide easy attachment and
removal from the SBS Hookit Backup Pad.

A rigid, foam backed velcro
back-up
pad
specially
designed for use with the SBS
Compounding and Polishing
heads.

Product Code:
225mm

12

Product Code:
203mm, M14

3M-5717M

3M-5713
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3M
3M 09378 Perfect-It lll High Gloss
Polishing Pad

3M 09550 Perfect-it™ lll
Compounding Pads

Long lasting waffle foam pad.
Easily attached to 3M™ BackUp Pads. Helps to deliver a
high gloss finish, removes
compounding swirl marks.
Perfect for dark colours.

3M compounding pads for small
to medium area repairs. Suitable
for use on all paint surfaces

Product Code:
150mm Pack of 2

Product Code:
150mm Pack of 2

3M-09550

3M-09378

3M 50487 Perfect-It III
Compounding Pad

3M Perfect-it III Polishing Pad

Long lasting foam, easily
attached to 3M Back-Up
Pads. Suitable for use with a
machine polisher and Fast Cut +
Compound

Long lasting waffle foam
pad, easily attached to 3M
Back-Up Pads. Suitable
for use with a machine
polisher and Extra Fine
Compound 80349.

Product Code:
150mm Pack of 2

Product Code:
150mm Pack of 2

3M-50487

3M 50388 Perfect-it III Ultrafina SE
High Gloss Pad
Long lasting waffle foam pad,
easily attached to 3M Back-Up
Pads. Suitable for use with a
machine polisher and Ultrafina
Polish.
Product Code:
150mm Pack of 2

3M-50388

3M-50488

3M T30 Oil Sorbent Pillow
Pillows are used in areas
where greater capacity is
required than can easily be
achieved using a sorbent
sheet. Features and Benefits
include:
• Hydrophobic
• Cost-effective as oil, not water, is recovered
• Can be used outside as well as in-plant
Product Code:
18 x 38cm

3M-T30-18x38
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3M
SCOTCH-BRITE Doodlebug System
117 x 254mm
The Doodlebug system
uses the Scotch-Brite
pad
system
which
attaches to a head and /or long handle. This
versatile product is great for preparing large areas,
cleaning and scrubbing decks non-skid areas and
hulls. Durable swivel lets the holder twist and turn
to reach hard-to-get-at places. The holder features
special grippers that hold the pads firmly in place
and provide for easy attachment and changing of
pads.
Broom Head Kit Product Code:
White & Brown Pad Kit
3M-6474K
Hand Block Kit Product Code:
White & Brown Pad Kit
3M-6473
Broom Head Holder Product Code:
Pad Holder
3M-6474
Additional Pads Product Codes:
(Pack of 10)

Heavy Duty Black Pads

3M-DBUGBK

Additional Pads Product Codes:
(Pack of 5)

Blue Medium Pad
Brown Coarse Pad
White Non-Abrasive Pad

3M-8242
3M-8541
3M-8440
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3M SCOTCH-WELD Citrus Cleaner
This Cleaner Spray is a heavy duty
cleaner/degreaser
that
works
effectively on difficult to remove
substances such as dried, non-curing
adhesives, tape residue, grease, oils
and dirt. The cleaner contains citrus
oils and will emulsify when flushed
with water.
Product Codes:
200ml
500ml

3M-CITRUS171
3M-CITRUS500

3M General Purpose Adhesive
Cleaner
A specially blended solvent that
provides easy cleanup of most types
of adhesives, and quickly removes
waxes, greases, oil and tars. When
properly used, it will not harm
thoroughly dried paint, vinyl or fabric.
Product Code:
1L

3M-8984

MOQ’s may apply, please ask for details

3M VHB Cleaner
This cleaner helps to obtain optimum
adhesion by thoroughly cleaning the
bonding surface.
Product Code:
1L

3M-VHB-SURF-CL-1L

3M SCOTCH-BRITE Microfibre
Cloths
This product is designed to
absorb moisture, dust, dirt,
fingerprints and grease off a
number of delicate surfaces
including glass, plastics,
enamels and stainless steel. 5
cloths to a pack.
Product Code:
Blue Pack of 5

3M-SB2010-BLUE
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3M, SCRUBBIS & MIRKA
3M Strip Off Wheel 100mm

SCRUBBIS

Solid wheel designed for removal
of vinyl stripping tapes, decals,
graphics and double sided
moulding tapes. Use on tools with
maximum speed of 4,000 RPM.
Optimum speed is 2,000 RPM
plus/minus 200 RPM. Includes
3/8” mandrill.

An innovative tool to clean the
boat hull in a timely and effective
manner. The cleaning head has a
buoyancy force attached to the
telepscopic handle, the head is
equipped with flexible scrapers
that effectively clean the hull. The fouling is soft
and has not hardened against the hull while the
boat is still in the water. The buoyancy acting
on the thin strip scrapers makes the scratch
force very high and effective. It will also remove
barnacles in the early stages.

Product Code:
100mm x 16mm

3M-07498

MIRKA Orange Flat Foam Pad

Product Code:
Large

SCRUB-L

Suitable for less aggressive
polishing, a medium density
pad. Especially designed for
medium coarse polishing.
Suitable for most paintworks.
Easy grip attachment and
removal. The pad is washable.
Product Codes:
77mm Pack of 2
150mm Pack of 2

MA-7992803011
MA-7993205011

MIRKA Orange Dotted Foam Pad

MIRKA Black Dotted Foam Pad

A medium density pad for
fast cool swirl free polishing
and hologram removal.
Easy grip fastening. The
pad is washable.

Suitable for most polishing
systems. For use for
hologram removal and for
a high gloss finish. This pad
brings out the shine also on
difficult dark colours. Easy
grip fastening. The pad is
washable.

Product Codes:
77mm Pack of 2
MA-7992802011
150mm Pack of 2

MA-7993201011

Product Codes:
77mm Pack of 2
150mm Pack of 2

MA-7992801011
MA-7993102011
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MIRKA, FESTOOL & OWATROL
MIRKA Black Flat Foam Pad
For fine polishing and a
high gloss finish. Suitable
for
most
polishing
systems. Brings any finish
to life. Easy grip fastening.
The pad is washable.
Product Codes:
150mm
180mm

MA-7993100111
MA-7993103511

FESTOOL Flat Polishing Foam Pad
A orange mid pad. Used for
preliminary polishing when
repairing paint flaws.

Product Codes:
150mm Pack of 1
150mm Pack of 5

FT-493852
FT-493852

FESTOOL Flat Foam Polishing
Sponge
A yellow coarse polishing
sponge
for
polishing
heavily weathered surfaces
(preparation for painting).
Product Codes:
150mm Pack of 1
150mm Pack of 5

FT-493845
FT-493846

FESTOOL Honeycombed Foam
Polishing Pad
A white, fine, honeycombed
polishing pad. Used for
preliminary polishing and
finishing when removing
dust inclusions and for
polishing out holograms.
Product Codes:
150mm Pack of 1
150mm Pack of 5

FT-493873
FT-493874

OWATROL Deks Olje D1

OWATROL Deks Olje D2

D1 is a unique wood oil that is high
in solids & penetrates deeply into
the grain where it dries, stays & sets.
Used on its own it needs occasional
topping up of the surface as UV light
and water wear it out. Deks Olje D2,
can be directly applied onto D1 to
create a long lasting deep gloss finish.

D2 is a high gloss varnish-like
flexible finish which gives all types
of woods a deep rich shine. D2
is applied to woods which are
already fully saturated with D1,
the two combine to give a long
lasting finish.

Product Codes:
1L
2.5L
10L
20L

GN-D1-1
GN-D1-2.5
GN-D1-10
GN-D1-20L
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Product Codes:
1L
2.5L
10L
20L

GN-D2-1
GN-D2-2.5
GN-D2-10
GN-D2-20
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OWATROL & MARINE INDUSTRIAL
OWATROL Net-Trol Wood Cleaner

OWATROL Oil

A one-time marine wood cleaner
and brightener which removes
unsightly weathering and stains.
Will not bleach woods but returns
the original colour. Net-Trol is
equally suitable for cleaning
yellowing from GRP.

A highly versatile penetrating oil
which can be added to oil or alkyd
based paints and varnishes to
increase wet edge time and improve
flow. Owatrol Oil can also be used
neat on steel, to leave a durable
finish and stop rust, as well as dry
wood to stop paint peeling.

Product Codes:
1L
2.5L

GN-NET-1
GN-NET-2.5

Product Codes:
500ml
1L
5L
20L

GN-OWAT-500ML
GN-OWAT-1L
GN-OWAT-5L
GN-OWATROL-20

OWATROL Dilunett Paint Remover

OWATROL Transyl Lubricant

Dilunett Solvent Free Paint Remover
can remove up to 10 coats in just one
application, removing everything
from antifoulings to varnishes and
most gloss paint systems. Easy to
apply, Dilunett is a gel which can be
applied to vertical surfaces without
sagging.

A high penetrating lubricant oil which can
be sprayed into rusted and seized nuts to
make un-doing much easier. Can also be
sprayed onto electrics to act as a water
repellant. Every tool box should have a
tin!!

Product Codes:
1L
2.5L

GN-DIL-1
GN-DIL-2.5

Product Codes:
200ml
400ml

GN-TRNSL-200
GN-TRNSL-400

M&I Onceover GRP Cleaner

M&I Wood Perservative

A highly advanced, environmentally
friendly spray on/wash off GRP cleaner.
Onceover will quickly and effectively
remove embedded rust stains, yellowing
and exhaust stains from GRP with
minimal effort. Simply spray on, leave for
5 minutes and wash off with fresh water.
For stubborn stains, work the cleaner in
with a soft brush.

A mixture of active ingredients
and solvents to ensure a deeply
penetrating and lasting finish.
Protecting against dry rot, wet rot
and wood boring insects. For use on
timbers out of ground and staining
water contact.

Product Codes:
500ml
2.5L

MI-ONCEOVER-500
MI-ONCEOVER-2.5

Product Codes:
5L
25L

MI-CWP-5
MI-CWP

Available in various colours, please see page 30 for more
options.
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BURGESS
BURGESS Woodsealer

BURGESS Clearsealer

Burgess Woodsealer is a long lasting
wood treatment which contains
UV blocking pigments that help to
prevent degradation by the sun’s
rays. It will not crack or craze like
traditional varnishes. It can be used
on its own to leave a matt finish
or over-coated using Top Gloss or
Clearseal to create a gloss finish.

A tough and long lasting wood finish
treatment for areas not subjected
to direct sunlight. Ideal for interior
use where minimum colouration is
required. It is UV resistant but, unlike
Burgess Woodsealer, it does not
contain UV blocking agents. Apply
Clearseal on top of Woodsealer.

Product Codes:
1L
2.5L
5L

BS-WS-1
BS-WS-2.5
BS-WS-5

Product Codes:
1L
2.5L
5L

BS-CS-1
BS-CS-2.5
BS-CS-5

BURGESS Top Gloss

BURGESS Creepy Crackseal

When
applied
over
Burgess
Woodsealer, Top Gloss leaves a crystal
clear gloss finish. Top Gloss is UV stable
but does not contain UV blockers so
should always be applied over the top
of Burgess Woodsealer.

Burgess crackseal is a highly
penetrating resin which will work
its way into the smallest cracks and
penetrate wherever water is able to.
These properties make it ideal for
leaky hatches, deck lights and other
troublesome areas.

Product Codes:
1L
2.5L
5L

BS-TG-1
BS-TG-2.5 (MOQ4)
BS-TG-5 (MOQ2)

Product Code:
100ml

BS-CS-100

BONDA G4 Primer

BONDA Wood Hardener

A moisture curing polyurethane
sealer which can be applied directly
onto woods and concrete prior to
painting or varnishing. Leaves a
non-porous finish making it ideal for
internal or external applications. Thin
down the first coat with up to 20%
G4 Thinners for best results.

Wood Hardener is a durable, single
component polyurethane sealer/
surface hardener which, when
applied to soft or rotten woods, will
cure to a hard and non-porous finish.
Ideal when needing to screw into
damp or rotting wood.

Product Codes:
500g
1KG
2.5KG
5KG

Product Code:
500ml
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BOND-48005

BOND-12180
BOND-12182
BOND-12184
BOND-12186
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BONDA
BONDA Woodsealer

BONDAFOAM Expanding Foam

A durable, single part
polyurethane sealer with
added UV inhibtors which
can be applied to all woods
and concrete to leave a
non-porous finish. Apply 3
- 4 coats on very porous surfaces. Thin down the
first coat with up to 20% G4 Thinners.

A two component one-toone mix expanding foam
ideal for adding buoyancy
in items such as rudders and
centre boards. Expansion
rate is approximately 1:23
by volume, gel time is
approximately
140-170
seconds and free rise density is approx 1.2 Q.FT/L.
Two Part Product.

Product Codes:
250gm
500gm
1L
2.5L

BOND-12198
BOND-12200
BOND-12202
BOND-12204

Product Codes:
500gm(1.2 ft/q)
500gm(1.2 ft/q)
1KG (2.5 ft/q)
1KG (2.5 ft/q)
2.5KG (6.2 ft/q)
2.5KG (6.2 ft/q)
5KG (12.4 ft/q)
5KG (12.4 ft/q)
25KG (62 ft/q)
25KG (62 ft/q)

BONDA G4 Thinners
Thinners
for
G4
Primer,
Woodsealer and Wood Hardener.
Apply up to 20% for the first coat
for best results.

Product Codes:
250ml
1KG

BOND-11110-A
BOND-11110-B
BOND-11112-A
BOND-11112-B
BOND-11114-A
BOND-11114-B
BOND-11116-A
BOND-11116-B
BOND-11118-A
BOND-11118-B

BOND-12230
BOND-12232

DISTRIBUTORS FOR
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CRYSTAL-GLO - FAQ’s
How often should I wash my vehicle?
Periodic washes are necessary. Ideally, every week or two under mild conditions. Do not allow you vehicle
to deteriorate - lack of washing can lead to oxidation, corrosion and rusting. Always remember to wash
the underbody, door sills, fuel cap compartment, and wheel wells of your vehicle to remove caked-on
dirt and mud that holds moisture to metal, which can lead to rust and body rot.

Can I use an electric polisher/ buffer to apply the polish?
Yes, Crystal-Glo polishes produce flawless, professional results when applied using an electronic polisher/
buffer. For best results, use foam or napped cotton pads with moderate speed between 800 to 1200 rpm.
*Always refer to the manufacturers instructions, as improper use of polishers may cause damage to
paints and finishes.

What about dark colour paints?
For best results on dark coour finishes, buff off Crystal-Glo while still wet on the surface (i.e. before
hazing), using a clean, dry, soft cloth or electric buffer.

It’s my first time using Crystal-Glo Acrylic Polish, what should I know?
When applying and buffering off the polish, make sure to use a clean, dry, soft cloth or applicator
(as residue from previously used products could interfere with the positive performance you wish to
accomplish). For best results, we recommend applying the polish at least twice the first time to get a
lustrous even coat. Reapplication should be at least every 3-6 months thereafter (with Spray Polish used
in between), for maintaining maximum shine and protection. It will also remove embedded soot left
behind by the environment and automatic car washing, to prevent oxidation.

How to Apply
Acrylic Polish
Shake container well and apply with a clean, dry, soft cloth or applicator, using pressure in a circular
motion in small sections of the surface. Buff off using a separate clean, dry, soft cloth. For best results,
reapply, to produce a deeper, richer, smoother finish, with maximum shine and protection.
Works excellently on: all paints, clear coat, gel coat, fibreglass, smooth plastic (i.e.front and rear lights),
chrome, metal, aluminium and glass (i.e. windshield and windows), mirrors, perspex, etc.
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BONDA
Acrylic Total Wash
Rinse surface to remove loose dirt. Pour approximately 2 ounces of Crystal-Glo Acrylic Wash in a bucket
and add 1 gallon of water using high pressure. Apply to surface using a wash mit or sponge. Always
wash from the top down (wheels last) and have a separate rinse bucket to remove loose contaminants
from your wash sponge before dipping it back into the wash bucket, to prevent scratching. Rinse area
thoroughly after washing. Dry immediately with a clean, dry, soft towel or chamois. Use full strength on
ally/ steel wheels, tyres, engine compartment, etc - leave for 5 minutes, agitate with a sponge or brush rinse off with a hose or pressure washer.

Surface Restorer
Cleans and eliminates heavy oxidation, minor scratches, surface rust, embedded dirt, corrosion,
discolouration, tarnish, yellowing, chalking and fading.
Works excellently on: All paintwork, gelcoat, fibreglass, aluminun, chrome, brass, stainless steel, silver,
carbonfibre, GRP & composites. Clearcoat safe. On dull, oxidisation surfaces needing shine and restoration;
after wet sanding/ compounding (instead of glazing, polishing, waxing), and , when repainting, helps
old paint match new paint.

Boat Reconditioning & Maintenance
Reconditioning & Maintenance
To polish, glaze, wax & protect - Use Crystal-Glo Marine Treatment
To remove light to medium oxidation and clean, polish/ wax and protect - Use Crystal-Glo Marine
Treatment & Crystal-Glo Surface Restorer
To remove heavy oxidation, chalking and fading and quickly produce a high-gloss finish - Use CrystalGlo Marine Surface Restorer
To restore colour, revive & maximise colour richness and depth - Use Crystal-Glo Marine Surface Restorer.
After compounding on dark colour paint, to remove swirl marks, fine scratches and get a perfect high
gloss finish - Use Crystal-Glo Marine Surface Restorer

General Cleaning & Washing
Light duty washing, to clean off grime and dirt - Use 2 oz of Crystal-Glo Acrylic Total Wash to 1 gallon of
water
Medium duty washing, to clean grease, grime and dirt from heavily soiled boat surfaces - Use 4oz of
Crytsal-Glo Acrylic Total Wash to 1 gallon of water
Heavy duty washing, to clean off stubborn grease, grime, oil and dirt or perform other heavy duty
applications - Use 8 oz of Crystal-Glo Acrylic Total Wash to 1 gallon of water.
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Maine Maintenace - Professional boat cleaning and maintenance products

FARECLA Profile Process Chart

HINTS & TIPS - FARECLA
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HINTS & TIPS - FARECLA

FARECLA Technical Tips
Abrasives with Profile
Choosing the correct Profile compound to use is important. It will depend on the surface to be
polished and the level of finish required but also the grade of abrasive paper used immediatley prior to
compounding. The table shown gives a guide as to what depth of scratch each Profile grade is capable
of removing.

P400

P600

P800

P1000

P1200

P1500

Profile 100
Profile 200 Advanced
Profile 300
Profile 500
Surfaces
Profile can be used to compound many different types of surface so to select the best system
is important to understand what type of surface is being compounded.
The two characteristics that are most important in this respect are how hard the surface is and
how tough it is. The harder and tougher the surface is the more difficult is it to compound. The
chart below gives a guide as to some of the common types of surface and how to select the
best system for compounding.

Soft

Hard

Surfaces

Brittle

Tough

Use aggressive compounding with Profile 100 and
Profile 200 Advanced and finish with Profile 300 or
Profile 500 is required.

Use Profile 100 which has hard abrasive and follow
with Profile 300 for a fine finish. Alternatively finish
with a finer abrasive before compounding.

Profile 200 Advanced, Profile 300 & Profile 500 can all
be used. A spray of water can be used if very soft to
avoid swirl marks.

Use Profile 200 Advanced or Profil 300 and apply light
pressure to avoid overheating. A spray of water can
also be used and will reduce swirl marks.
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Buffing Pads, Cut & Swirl Marks
The most common buffing pads used are twisted fibre wool pads which give maximum cutting power
and speed. However, these pads will also leave some very fine marks on the surface known as swirl
marks. When compounding white or light coloured surfaces this is not a problem but with dark colours
the marks are much more evident. To avoid swirl marks and improve gloss, a soft wool or lambswool pad
should be used.

Compounding Tips & Hints
• Before the first use of a new wool pad, de-lint it using either a spurring brush or a pad washer
• Do not apply too much paste
• Spread paste out before compounding. With variable speed buffers use slower speeds to start and
increase to finish (1000/2000 rpm)
• Angle buffer slightly to increase cutting power
• Use spray to prevent drying out
• Use spurring tool to clean dried compound from buffing pad
• Periodically wash pads in water
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HINTS & TIPS - FARECLA
Process Guide
Simply scan the headings to find the task you wish to perform. Recommended machine speed for step
1 and step 2 polishing is 1800 - 2200 rpm.
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3M 260 P600
3M 260 P800
3M Trizact P3000
3M Premium Mould &
Tooling Compound
06027

Abrasive Step 2
Abrasive Step 3
Abrasive Step 4

N/A

Ultra Performance
Paste Wax 09030

** Preferred for dark gelcoat. Not necessary on white gelcoat

3M Finesse-It II
Finishing Material
09048

Ultra Performance
Paste Wax 09030 (for
cured paint)

3M Finesse-It II
Finishing Material
09048

3M Imperial
Compound 06044

3M 255 P400

3M Imperial
Compound 06044

Start at Step 1

Paint* Lacquer

3M 260 P800
N/A
3M Trizact P3000**

3M 255 P320

Production
Gelocoat

3M 255 P600
(if thick coating of
lacquer)
3M 260 P1000
3M 260 P1500
3M Trizact P3000

* Due to the wide varieties of paints available please test for suitability

Wax

Polish

3M Finesse-It II
Finishing Material
09048

3M 255 P400

Abrasive Step 1

Compound

3M 255 P32

Tooling Gelcoat

Preliminary Abrasive
Step for very rough
surfaces only

Material

3M Marine Machine Finishing Systems

N/A

3M Finesse-It II
Finishing Material
09048

3M Imperial
Compound 06044

3M 260 P1000
3M 260 P1500
3M Trizact P3000

3M 255 P600

Start at Step 1

Wood/ Varnish
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3M Marine Machine Finishing Systems Continued
Tools

Comments
3M Hookit Back Up Pad 05876 or 59000 with 3M soft Interface
Sanding
Pad 05774
3M Double-sided Compounding Pad 05704 or 3M SBS Back Up
Compounding
Pad 5717M with 3M White Compounding Pad 05711
3M Double-sided Compounding Pad 05705 or 3M SBS Back Up
Polishing
Pad 5717M with 3M Yellow Polishing Pad 05713
Final Finish
Scotch-Brite High Performance Cloth 2010

Cleaning and Restoration
Wheather you are restoring a boat or just trying to maintain its shine, 3M have bespoke marine products
dedicated to common cleaning and restoration applications. When your boat is out of the water it is the
perfect time to clean and compund the hull to remove oxidisation, polish for a deep gloss and then wax
to protect.

1. Paint Restoration
The products in this section are all designed to remove or improve common imperfections found in
gel coat or painted boat surfaces such as swirl marks, fading, chalking, oxidisation, rust and stains. The
products are ordered in level of agression from top to bottom so whether you need to remove scratches
or just want to clean and remove very light oxidation, the recommended product and accessories can
be easily selected.
• 3M Marine Super Duty Rubbing Compound (3M-9004) - to remove heavy oxidisation.

• 3M Marine Fibreglass Restorer & Wax (3M-09005E) - to remove medium oxdisation.
• 3M Marine Fibreglass Cleaner & Wax (3M-09009E) - to remove light oxidation, bring up gloss and protect.
• 3M Superbuff 2 Plus 2 BUffing Pad (3M-05704) - This aggresive double sided polishing pad is excellent
for defect removal.
• 3M Superbuff Polishing Pad (3M-05705) - A softer polishing pad constructed of extremely fine fibres to
secure a high gloss finish.

2. Metal
• 3M Marine Metal Restorer & Polish (3M-09019) - Designed to restore and polish stainless steel, brass,
bronze, copper, chrome, aluminium and other marine metals
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HINTS & TIPS - 3M
• 3M Stainless Steel Cleaner Polish - Ideally suited for stainless steel, chrome, laminated plastics and
aluminium surfaces.

3. Plastic/ Vinyl
• 3M Marine Clear Plastic Restorer (3M-09044) - Safely restores and removes fine scratches and haziness
from most marine plastics
• 3M-Marine Vinyl Cleaner (3M-09023) - Cleans, shines, conditions and protects vinyl, rubber and plastic
surfaces.

4. Cleaning
• 3M SCOTCH-BRITE Doodlebug Edge Cleaning System - Use the hand or floor brush dispenser in theis
highly durable and easy cleaning system
• 3M General Purpose Adhesive Cleaner - The perfect product for removing a wide range of adhesives,
waxes and oil to ensure a clean surface to work with.
• 3M VHB Cleaner - 3M offers a range of tape application accessories for the use with VHB tape
• 3M Microfibre Detailing Cloth - Super soft, non-linting microfibre cloth.

5. Protection
• 3M Marine Ultra Performance Paste Wax (3M-09030) - Long lasting natural protection.
• 3M Marine Protective Liquid Wax (3M-09061) - Quick application general protection.
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M&I Wood Perservative Colour Chart
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